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L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 6

1 C-2-2-8-2 1.2.1 Spring supports with jacking assembly for

condensers with their neck welded to LP turbine

exhaust.

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 7

2 C-2-2-8-2 6.1 The condensers shall be located with the axis of

the tubes at right angle to thelongitudinal axis of

turbine. The condensers shall be spring

supported at bottom with condenser neck

extension piece welded to turbine exhaust.

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 8

3 C-2-2-8-2 2.0 Condenser shall be Horizontal mounted below the

LP turbine, with tubes perpendicular to axis of TG,

double pass, with fixed support and flexible

expansion joint between LP turbine and

condenser or spring supported condenser

with condenser neck directly welded to turbine

exhaust (preferred)

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 9

4 C-2-2-8-1 2.8.2 (B) (d) Connection of L.P turbine to Condenser :

Welded / flexible connection

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 37

5 Section C / 

Volume-II / Part-2 

/ C2-2

PC-E/617/Rev. NO R0

Cl. No. 1.4, Page 1758

PC-E/622/Rev. NO R1

Cl. No. 5.2, Page 2011

PC-E/623/Rev. NO R1

Cl. No. 4.3, Page 2034

Steam shall also be supplied to the de-aerator

from live steam (called pegging steam) to maintain 

2.0 Kg / cm2 (a) pressure in de-aerator under low

load operation when de-aerator pressure is lower.

This is to maintain minimum temperature, 120
0
C of feed water to SG, at part load and during

steam dumping operation, when adequate

extraction pressures are not available. This is the

minimum temperature acceptable to steam

generators.

...... The steam generators are designed to accept

minimum 120°C temperature feed water. At low

load conditions or during steam dumping to

condenser, the normal extraction steam to

deaerator may not be able to maintain 120°C

temperature in deaerator. Hence CONTRACTOR 

There is a discrepancy regarding minimum deaerator

operating pressure.

Bidder understands that the minimum deaerator operating

pressure shall be selected such that the feedwater

temperature at steam generator inlet is higher than 120°C

under all operating condition.

Please confirm.

-

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-II

Query no. 11

6 VOLUME-II- 

Section-CPART-2

Cl No 1.4 (Main Steam 

System, Sh No 11 of 31)Cl 

No 1 (2)

PC-E-617

C-2-2-11

Please confirm that the Guarantee : "120°C of minimum

feed water temperature to steam generator" is to be

provided at which load.

Under no circumstance (any load) the feed

water temperture to SG shall be less than

120°C.

C-2: SPECIFIC 

TECHNICAL 

REQUIREMENTS 

GUARANTEE 

TURBINE  

GENERATOR  & 

SECONDARY  

CYCLE 

SYSTEMSECTIO

N – C-2-2-11

1. GUARANTEE With the specified heat input of 2177 MW thermal,

45 Kg/cm2(a) steam pressure at steam generator

(SG) outlet and condenser pressure of0.1Kg/cm2

(a), CONTRACTOR shall guarantee the following:

1)Final Feed Water Temperature and Flow as per

guaranteed heat balance diagram

2) 120 Deg.C of minimum feed water temperature

to steam generator

3) Dissolved oxygen concentration of less than 7

ppb.

4) CSDV Steam Dump Capability of discharging

steam produced at Reactor Power of 70% of full 
C-2-2-8-12 - Pipe line Maximum allowable velocity for

continuous operation (meters / Second)

Main Steam piping : 50

Feed water piping / condensate piping : 3.0

Pre- bid queries and response ( Technical, Lot-7) Annexure-II

ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF TURBINE ISLAND PACKAGE FOR GHAVP-1&2, GHAVP-3&4 AND KAIGA-5&6 ( Tender No. CMM/ETM/00/40/11/0005)

Bidder understand that the minimum feedwater temperature

shall be maintained to 120°C subject to availability of required

parameter & amount of steam from steam generator.

Please confirm.

Considering all the clauses mentioned together there is no

scope of optimization left for Final Feedwater temperature

and Flow because of the fact that if velocity and geometry is

fixed, flow gets fixed which in turn fixes the final feedwater

temperature as the thermal capacity of the reactor is fixed.

Hence bidder requests Purchaser to increase the allowable

velocity for Feedwater piping from 3.0m/s to 4.0m/s taking

into consideration the limitations of steam generator/reactor

if any. This is inline with the practices followed in

international projects.

Please confirm acceptance.

Not acceptable. Tender requirements shall

be adhered to.

1. As per tender specifications maximum allowable velocity in

Feedwater lines is 3 m/sec. However as per the feedwater

P&IDs (Drg. no. : GHAVP 1&2/43210/2001/SK Sheet 1 to 4)

provided along with tender documents, velocity in the feedwater

piping is varying from 3.07 m/s to 3.71 m/s with final feedwater

temperature of 181 Deg.c. Based on this bidder understands

that Feedwater velocity upto 3.71 m/sec is accepted to

Purchaser. Please confirm.

2. As per tender specification final feedwater temperature is to

be optimized by Bidder. If final feedwater temperature is further

optimized then it will lead to higher feedwater flows &

subsequently leading to higher velocity in the pipes. Hence,

bidder requests Purchaser to increase the allowable velocity for

feedwater piping upto 4.0 m/s. Please confirm and provide

acceptance for the same.

If further increase in velocity i.e beyond 3.71 m/sec is not

acceptable to Purchaser, Bidder request Purchaser to fix the

final feedwater temperature value at 181 Deg.c. This will ensure 

Bidder proposes to provide condenser having fixed support with

flexible expansion joint between LP turbine and condenser as

per bidder's OEM proven practice followed in all global projects

which are running satisfactorily. Bidder requests Purchaser to

accept this since Bidders OEM is confident of this design & it

would be prudent to remain with OEM's proven design.

Please find enclosed herewith the Annexure -1 for major

reference list of TG's supplied by our OEM globally for nuclear

projects with rigid foundation for both TG & condenser with

expansion bellow at condenser neck..

Also please find enclosed herewith the Annexure -2 for major

reference list of TG's supplied by us in thermal projects in India

with rigid foundation for both TG & condenser with expansion

bellow at condenser neck..

Please provide your acceptance for the same.

MECHANICAL

7L&T

There is contradiction in the technical specifications with

respect to type of condenser support to be considered.

Bidder understands that both options i.e fixed support with

flexible expansion joint between LP turbine and condenser

OR spring supported condenser with condenser neck

directly welded to turbine exhaust are acceptable to

Purchaser. Bidder can offer as per their standard proven

design practice.Please confirm.

We are surprised to note that our previous 

response has not been reflected in this repeat 

query. Please refer our response given 

earlier.

The condensers shall be spring supported

with neck welded to L.P. turbine exhaust

hood.

Technical 

Clarification_ Lot-

3_Annexure-I

Query no. 62

If the  joint between condenser and LP 

turbine is a metallic expansion bellow welded 

at both ends, then the bellow shall be 

designed considering seismic movements in 

addition to thermal movements. Moreover, 

expansion bellow shall be qualified and tested 

as per relevant standard. 

It may please be noted that the Purchaser do 

not have any experience of such metallic 

expansion joint between condenser and 

turbine.

The sketches provided along with the tender 

are indicative and highlights the gross 

requirement of the systems. The velocities in 

the feed water system are kept by and large 

around 3 m/sec. However at few places, like 

headers, locally near the heater outlet to 

headers, re-circulation lines, near SG inlet 

etc. the velocity has exceeded beyond 

3m/sec. These were agreed upon on case to 

case basis during the execution of contract, 

considering space constraints & intermittent 

operation etc.

It may be noted that the sizing of the feed 

lines in the class 2 portion has been finalised 

by Purchaser and the the same can not be 

changed.

The velocities in the class 2 portion and NINS 

portion of feed water system shall be adhered 

to what has been specified i.e within 3 m/sec.

Final feed water temperature shall be 

finalised by the bidder based on the 

optimisation and adhering to tender condition.
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Pre- bid queries and response ( Technical, Lot-7) Annexure-II

ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF TURBINE ISLAND PACKAGE FOR GHAVP-1&2, GHAVP-3&4 AND KAIGA-5&6 ( Tender No. CMM/ETM/00/40/11/0005)

SectionC/Volume-

II/Part-2/C2-2

Cl. No. 1.2, 3874 tones/hr of 0.25% wet steam at 44kg/cm2(g)

is delivered by steam generators to the turbine

with a feed water inlet temperature of 181°C

(assumed, this shall be Optimised by

CONTRACTOR).

L&T Pre-bid response_ 

commercial_ 

ETM_0005

Query no. 47

8 C-2-2-1 2-2-1.4 Optimisation studies of TG cycle along with

condenser cooling water system including design

parameters of natural draft cooling towers (NDCT)

and establishing the optimised cooling water inlet

temperature & flow to condenser and condenser

design 

parameters............................................................

....................................The cost of NDCT,

pumping cost and the unit energy selling price

shall be indicated that have been considered for

each case to arrive at the optimal cost, in the bid.

The unit energy selling price shall be considered

as Rs. 6.59/KWHr

(a) Since Cooling water package is not part of STG island

tender bidder requests Purchaser to provide the following

details required for the CW optimization study, to keep all

bidders at par.1. Cost of NDCT for various temperature

range options (between 5 to 10 Deg.C & for every 1 Deg.C

incremental temperature range)2. Cost of CW pump for

various flow & head options (for flow corresponding to 5 to

10 Deg.c Temperature rise)(b) Also, please clarify whether

the optimization study is to be carried out after placement of

order or during bidding stage itself.

a)i) Optimization study includes finalization

of NDCT parameters by the bidder. Cost

of NDCTs (2 nos per unit) is to be worked

out by the bidder.

ii) To arrive at the cost of NDCTs at

various tower design parameters, bidder

may approach cooling tower vendors /

designers.

iii) However, to narrow down the no. of

options, following shall be considered in

addition to information specified in tender;

1) Film type fill – flute of 25 mm or more

for NDCTs.

2) No. of CCW pumps per unit– 4 x 25%,

all working.

3) Static head on account of NDCT on

CCW pump = 15 mwc.

4) CCW main supply and return piping :-

5000 mm ID, 25 mm thk Carbon Steel with

concrete internal lined (25 mm) and 50

mm concrete coated.

5) CCW main supply & return piping

length:- 900 m length

6) Cost of CCW pump may be considered

as Rs. 15000 / kW rating. Size and Cost of

Pump-house is to be worked out by the

bidder for each option.

7) Mechanical efficiency of CCW pump =

88% 

8) The tarriff at the rate of Rs. 6.59 per 

Bidder request Purchaser to provide further clarity on the following

points.

1) CCW flow range is indicated as 100000 m3/hr to 150000 m3/hr.

Bidder understand that final condenser vacuum arrived within this flow

range as per the optimization study is to be considered for Condenser

& its auxiliaries design. Please confirm.

2) Final condenser vacuum arrived within this flow range (100000

m3/hr to 150000 m3/hr) can be higher than 0.1 Kg/cm2.(a) as ambient

temperature varies for both Kaiga & Gorakhpur projects. Please

confirm. 

3) With the selected condenser vacuum as per optimization study

Gross power output is not under guarantee & bid evaluation by

Purchaser. Please confirm.

4) For Turbine output guarantee & bid evalauation 0.1 Kg/cm2.a

condenser vacuum to be considered. Please confirm.

5) Tariff rate provided for CCW pumping system running cost

estimation purpose is Rs.6.59 per KWHr. Bidder understands that

even for evaluating the differential Turbine power output with varying

ambinet temperatures & CW flows, Rs.6.59 per KWHr rate is to be

considered. Please confirm.

6) Bidder understands that for optimization study plant running life to

be considered as 40 years. Please confirm.

7) Bidder understands that for optimization study plant load factor to be

considered as 90%. Please confirm.

8) Bidder requests Purchaser to confirm the probability of occurance /

confidence level (95% or 90% etc.) to be considered for finalizing the

design wet bulb temperature as this can't be estimated by the Bidder. 

9) Bidder understands that 5000 mm CCW main supply and return

piping diameter provided by Purchaser to be considered same for all

CCW flow range options. Please confirm.

10) Bidder understands that CCW flow range of 100000 m3/hr to

150000 m3/hr provided by Purchaser is flow across condenser only. 

1) Confirmed.

2) Noted.

3) Yes, guaranteed net generation shall be at

0.1 kg/cm2 (a) condenser pressure. 

4) Yes.

5) The loading and penalty rates have been

clearly specified in the tender.

6) Yes

7) 100% plant load factor is to be considered.

8) Please refer our response at query 13.

9) CCW pipe header size is 5 M.

10) ASW flow need not be considered.

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 1

9 Section C / 

Volume-II / Part-2 

/ C2-2

Scope of supply, Page 

1737

PURCHASER has carried out following activities

on the systems mentioned below

Main steam system……….

Feed water system………..

Steam generator blowdown system…………..

Auxiliary feed water system…………

NPCIL is requested to provide following information for the

systems mentioned below:

1. Main steam system: Pressure drop in main steam line

(pressure drop in piping, valves, flow element, specialties,

etc.) upto anchor point.

2. Feed water system: Please provide following data

a. Piping pressure drop (pressure drop in piping, valves,

flow element, specialties, etc.) from anchor point to SG inlet

b. Pressure drop in steam generator 

c. Feed water inlet pipe elevation at SG

3. Steam generator blowdown system: Please provide

blowdown parameters (pressure, temperature & flow) at

anchor point

4. Auxiliary feed water system: Please provide following

data

a. Piping pressure drop (pressure drop in piping, valves,

flow element, specialties, etc.) 

b. Pressure drop in steam generator 

c. Auxiliary Feed water inlet pipe elevation at SG

All the flow parameters are to be finalised

by the bidder based on their optimised

cycle configuration. Therefore the

pressure drops cannot be provided by the

purchaser. The layout of the piping of all

the referred systems have been included

from where the pressure drops can be

computed by the bidder.

F.W nozzle elevation: 134128 mm EL

(100000 mm is the Grade elevation)

Pressure drop inside SG: 0.3 kg/cm2 at

2145 m3/h

Auxiliary feed water is connected to feed

water lines and not on SG directly. It can

be seen in the piping layout drawing.

Inline with the pressure drop value provided by Purchaser inside 

SG @ 2145 m3/h steam flow, bidder once again requests

Purchaser to provide the pressure drop in main steam line @

2145 m3/h main steam flow also, since main steam line sizing is

done by Purchaser. Final pressure drop value in main steam

line will be decided by the bidder based on the actual secondary

cycle configuration & feedwater temperature parameters

finalized by the bidder.

Please refer our earlier response.

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 2

10 C-1-16 16.2 Bidder shall note that all the equipment which

would be in operation on continuous basis shall be

included for computing the auxiliary power

consumption. The list of all these equipment also

shall be indicated in schedule of guarantees,

without indicating the power consumption values.

In the absence of list from NPCIL various bidders may

consider different list of auxiliaries for finalizing the

guaranteed auxiliary power consumption value. Hence in

order to bring all bidders at par, bidder requests Purchaser

to clearly define the list of auxiliaries to be considered for

the calculation of guaranteed auxiliary power consumption.

Since the configuration of TG auxiliaries is

not known to purchaser, such a list cannot

be furnished by purchaser. The same

needs to be finalised and furnished by the

bidder.

In order to bring all bidders at par bidder once again requests

Purchaser to provide the list of auxiliaries to be considered for

the final guaranteed auxiliary power consumption simillar to the

practice followed by Purchaser in earlier RAPP & KAPP 2X700

MW projects.

Please refer our earlier response.

Considering all the clauses mentioned together there is no

scope of optimization left for Final Feedwater temperature

and Flow because of the fact that if velocity and geometry is

fixed, flow gets fixed which in turn fixes the final feedwater

temperature as the thermal capacity of the reactor is fixed.

Hence bidder requests Purchaser to increase the allowable

velocity for Feedwater piping from 3.0m/s to 4.0m/s taking

into consideration the limitations of steam generator/reactor

if any. This is inline with the practices followed in

international projects.

Please confirm acceptance.

Not acceptable. Tender requirements shall

be adhered to.

1. As per tender specifications maximum allowable velocity in

Feedwater lines is 3 m/sec. However as per the feedwater

P&IDs (Drg. no. : GHAVP 1&2/43210/2001/SK Sheet 1 to 4)

provided along with tender documents, velocity in the feedwater

piping is varying from 3.07 m/s to 3.71 m/s with final feedwater

temperature of 181 Deg.c. Based on this bidder understands

that Feedwater velocity upto 3.71 m/sec is accepted to

Purchaser. Please confirm.

2. As per tender specification final feedwater temperature is to

be optimized by Bidder. If final feedwater temperature is further

optimized then it will lead to higher feedwater flows &

subsequently leading to higher velocity in the pipes. Hence,

bidder requests Purchaser to increase the allowable velocity for

feedwater piping upto 4.0 m/s. Please confirm and provide

acceptance for the same.

If further increase in velocity i.e beyond 3.71 m/sec is not

acceptable to Purchaser, Bidder request Purchaser to fix the

final feedwater temperature value at 181 Deg.c. This will ensure 

7L&T Technical 

Clarification_ Lot-

3_Annexure-I

Query no. 62

The sketches provided along with the tender 

are indicative and highlights the gross 

requirement of the systems. The velocities in 

the feed water system are kept by and large 

around 3 m/sec. However at few places, like 

headers, locally near the heater outlet to 

headers, re-circulation lines, near SG inlet 

etc. the velocity has exceeded beyond 

3m/sec. These were agreed upon on case to 

case basis during the execution of contract, 

considering space constraints & intermittent 

operation etc.

It may be noted that the sizing of the feed 

lines in the class 2 portion has been finalised 

by Purchaser and the the same can not be 

changed.

The velocities in the class 2 portion and NINS 

portion of feed water system shall be adhered 

to what has been specified i.e within 3 m/sec.

Final feed water temperature shall be 

finalised by the bidder based on the 

optimisation and adhering to tender condition.
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ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF TURBINE ISLAND PACKAGE FOR GHAVP-1&2, GHAVP-3&4 AND KAIGA-5&6 ( Tender No. CMM/ETM/00/40/11/0005)

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 2

11 C-1-16 16.2 Bidder shall note that all the equipment which

would be in operation on continuous basis shall be

included for computing the auxiliary power

consumption. The list of all these equipment also

shall be indicated in schedule of guarantees,

without indicating the power consumption values.

In the absence of list from NPCIL various bidders may

consider different list of auxiliaries for finalizing the

guaranteed auxiliary power consumption value. Hence in

order to bring all bidders at par, bidder requests Purchaser

to clearly define the list of auxiliaries to be considered for

the calculation of guaranteed auxiliary power consumption.

Since the configuration of TG auxiliaries is

not known to purchaser, such a list cannot

be furnished by purchaser. The same

needs to be finalised and furnished by the

bidder.

Bidder understands that HVAC system auxiliaries like Pumps

for VAM, Air Handing Unit (AHU), Chilled Water Pumps, Air

Washer Fans, Air Washer Pumps etc. need not be considered

in the calculation of guaranteed auxiliary power consumption. 

Please confirm.

All continuous running auxiliary loads in the

tender scope must be considered.

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 4

12 C-1-22 22.2 The number of personnel to be trained and the

period of training shall be adequate and mutually

agreed upon by the PURCHASER and the

CONTRACTOR

Bidder requests Purchaser to finalize the no. of personnel to

be trained & no. of man-days to be considered for training

before price bid submission.

Total 15 personnel for period of 4 weeks at

vendor's works/Training centres

staggered in 2 batches. The training dates

and content will be mutually agreed upon

during the contract execution stage.

Bidder understands that training location will be in India only. No

outside india training is considered.

Please confirm.

It depends upon configuration of the Contract

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 31

13 Section C/ 

Volume-II/Part-

2/C-2-2

C-2-2-1 : SCOPE OF 

SUPPLY /WORK & 

SERVICES FOR TURBINE 

GENERATOR & 

SECONDARY CYCLE 

SYSTEM; 

CLAUSE 2-2-1.4/ 

(Page 1753)

Purchase has provided data of Dry bulb

temperature and RH for Kaiga and Gorakhpur. 

Bidder understand that in case optimisation study to be

carried out by the bidder, then design Wet bulb temperature

for NDCT to be worked out by the bidder based on the data

provided by Purchaser. 

For workout of design ambient wet bulb temperature ,

Bidder will consider 95% occurrence for ambient wet bulb

temperature as per CEA guideline for NDCT selection. 

Purchaser to confirm bidder understanding. 

Wet bulb temperature needs to be worked

out with the RH and DBT furnished by the

purchaser. These data as received from

the meteorological department have been

furnished along with the tender. Bidder

can not assume 95% exceedance value

as a optimal solution. It needs to be

iteratively found out.

Bidder requests Purchaser to confirm the probability of

occurance / confidence level (95% or 90% etc.) to be

considered for finalizing the design wet bulb temperature as this

can't be estimated by the Bidder & also it can't be found out by

any iterative process. 

Please refer our earlier response.

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 34

14 C-2-2-11 Clause no. 1

Page 2627

With the specified heat input of 2177 MW thermal

, 45 Kg/cm2 (a) steam pressure at steam

generator (SG) outlet and condenser pressure of

0.1 Kg/cm2 (a), CONTRACTOR shall guarantee

the following:

L&T 6x700MW_NPCIL_

Pre-bid 

Query_Mech STG 

Aux_Lot-

1_Annexure-III

Query no. 35

15 C-2-2-1 2-2-1.4 Optimisation studies of TG cycle along with

condenser cooling water system including design

parameters of natural draft cooling towers (NDCT)

and establishing the Optimised cooling water

inlet temperature & flow to condenser and

condenser design parameters. While the bidder

shall offer the optimal TG cycle based on the

inputs provided by purchaser along with the

tender, the final optimisation report including the

natural draft cooling tower design parameters and

condenser cooling water pump design parameters

shall be submitted to PURCHASER within three

months from placement of order

..............................................................................

..................

The cost of NDCT, pumping cost and the unit

energy selling price shall be indicated that have

been considered for each case to arrive at the

optimal cost, in the bid. The unit energy selling

price shall be considered as Rs. 6.59/KWHr.

L&T Pre-bid response_ 

commercial_ 

ETM_0005

Query no. 47

16 C-2-2-1 2-2-1.4 Optimisation studies of TG cycle along with

condenser cooling water system including design

parameters of natural draft cooling towers (NDCT)

and establishing the optimised cooling water inlet

temperature & flow to condenser and condenser

design 

parameters............................................................

....................................The cost of NDCT,

pumping cost and the unit energy selling price

shall be indicated that have been considered for

each case to arrive at the optimal cost, in the bid.

The unit energy selling price shall be considered

as Rs. 6.59/KWHr

(a) Since Cooling water package is not part of STG island

tender bidder requests Purchaser to provide the following

details required for the CW optimization study, to keep all

bidders at par.1. Cost of NDCT for various temperature

range options (between 5 to 10 Deg.C & for every 1 Deg.C

incremental temperature range)2. Cost of CW pump for

various flow & head options (for flow corresponding to 5 to

10 Deg.c Temperature rise)(b) Also, please clarify whether

the optimization study is to be carried out after placement of

order or during bidding stage itself.

a)i) Optimization study includes finalization

of NDCT parameters by the bidder. Cost

of NDCTs (2 nos per unit) is to be worked

out by the bidder.

ii) To arrive at the cost of NDCTs at

various tower design parameters, bidder

may approach cooling tower vendors /

designers.

iii) However, to narrow down the no. of

options, following shall be considered in

addition to information specified in tender;

1) Film type fill – flute of 25 mm or more

for NDCTs.

2) No. of CCW pumps per unit– 4 x 25%,

all working.

With the lowest CCW flow of 100000 m3/hr, condenser

pressure will be much higher than 0.1 Kg/cm2 (a). This may

result in TG Gross power output of lower than 700 MW also.

Bidder understands that power output of less than 700 MW is

also accepted to Purchaser as part of optimization study as the

CCW flow ranges are provided by Purchaser.

Please confirm above bidder understanding. 

The TG output at Generator terminal shall not

be less than 700 MWe at 0.1 kg/cm2 (a)

condenser pressure.

(1) Bidder understands that for Net power output

performance guarantee 0.1 Kg/cm2(a) condenser vacuum

to be considered. Please confirm.

(2) Bidder understands that based on the optimisation

studies of TG cycle along with condenser cooling water

system to be carried out by Bidder / Purchaser, final

condenser vacuum may be higher than 0.1 Kg/cm2 (a) as

the ambient temperature will be different for Kaiga &

Gorakhpur projects.

Please confirm. 

1.) Yes, the net guarantee power shall be

demonstrated at 0.1 Kg/cm2 (a).

2.) Optimisation study shall be carried out

by bidder and not by purchaser. The

condenser back pressure may be different

from 0.1 Kg/cm2 (a) at different ambient

conditions. The optimal solution means

that the design of TG, condenser, NDCT,

CCW pumping system will be most

beneficial to the purchaser considering the

Energy output and capital & running cost.

1) Noted for point 1.

2) Bidder understands that based on the optimization study with

various input parameters provided by Purchaser (Ex. : CCW

flow range, CCW pumping cost etc.) final selected condenser

pressure may be higher than 0.1 Kg/cm2 (a). However during

performance guarantee test for demonstrating the net

guaranteed power output condenser correction curves will be

used for condenser pressure correction. Please confirm. 

2) Bidder's understanding is correct.
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ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF TURBINE ISLAND PACKAGE FOR GHAVP-1&2, GHAVP-3&4 AND KAIGA-5&6 ( Tender No. CMM/ETM/00/40/11/0005)

L&T Technical 

Clarification_ Lot-

3_Annexure-I

Query no. 66

17 C-1_GHAVP 1&2

C-2-1_Kaiga 5&6

- Meteorological / Environmental data

Meteorological / Environmental data

With reference to the discussions during technical pre-bid

meeting (Dtd. 15th & 16th April 2019), NPCIL is requested

to provide the following data for carrying out the CW

optimization study by bidder.

a.  Design wet bulb temperature for both Gorakhpur &

      Kaiga projects with different % probability values 

      (Ex. 90%, 95% etc).

b.  Lowest wet bulb temperature for both Gorakhpur 

     & Kaiga projects with different % probability 

      values (Ex.90%, 95% etc).

c.   Design Relative humidity values for both 

      Gorakhpur & Kaiga projects.

a. For GHAVP-1&2 and GHAVP-3&4,

wet bulb temperature (WBT) for 95%

confidence level: 28.1 deg C; WBT for

90% confidence level: 27.1 deg C; WBT

for 85% confidence level: 26.3 deg C;

WBT for 80% confidence level: 25.6 deg

C.

b. Lowest absolute WBT for Gorakhpur is:

0 deg C (occuring for 3 hrs in 8 years

period). Lowest WBT at 0.4% probability is

4 deg C and at 1% probability is 5 deg C.

The above data for GHAVP is based on

preliminary analysis and is for information

only. Bidders have to work out the details

based on the data supplied in the Tender.

For kaiga 5&6, analysis is not done at our

end.

As discussed in the prebid meeting, bidder requests Purchaser

to provide the design & lowest wet bulb temperature for Kaiga

5&6 project also, simillar to that provided by Purchaser for

GHAVP 1,2,3 &4.

Bidder shall have to calculate based on the

environmental data provided.

L&T Technical 

Clarification_ Lot-

3_Annexure-I

Query no. 68

18 Section A/ 

Appendix X

Requirementtobemettowar

dstechnologytransfer / 

Clause 4.1

Page 10 of 18

The Turbine technology offered shall have

minimum 1% margin with respect to chocked

flow condition at the minimum condenser

vacuum during the cold season (output of

optimisation study).

L&T Technical 

Clarification_ Lot-

3_Annexure-I

Query no. 69

19 Section C/ 

Volume-II/Part-

2/C-2-5

Scope and specification of 

supply/work & services for 

water system /

Clause C2.5.6 

Page 6864

It is expected that the recooled water temperature

at NDCT outlet may not exceed 34°C for 90% of

the time in a year to meet the other process

requirement. Practical approach of about 6°C in

NDCT shall be considered while optimizing the

recooled water temperature.

L&T Technical 

Clarification_Lot-3_ 

Annexure-IV

Query no. 114

20 Volume-II, Sec-C, 

Part-2,

C-2-2-11

Cl No. 1 (5) (a)Sh 01 of 

02(auxliary Power 

Consumption)

Auxiliary power consumption The list of continuously running auxiliaries for arriviing at

Net Guaranteed Power Output need to be firmed up. As per

our understanding, in this package, the list shall be as

under:

1 .Turbine Integral Auxiliaries

2. Vacuum Pumps 

3. Generator Auxiliaries 

4. Moisture Separator Drain Pumps 

5. Condensate Extraction Pump 

6. LP Heater Drain Pumps 

7. Boiler Feed Pumps 

8. ACW Pumps 

9. Chemical Feed System 

10. Pumps for VAM 

11. Air Handing Unit (AHU) 

12. Chilled Water Pumps 

13. Air Washer Fans 

14. Air Washer Pumps 

15. Generator Circuit Breaker Losses 

16. Bus Duct Losses 

Other auxiliaries which are not running continuously are not 

The auxiliary equipment consuming

continuous power is as per system design

and configuration of the scope. Bidder

must note that all auxiliaries in the scope

of this package consuming continuous

power shall be considered.

In order to bring all bidders at par bidder once again requests

Purchaser to provide the list of auxiliaries to be considered for

the final guaranteed auxiliary power consumption simillar to the

practice followed by Purchaser in earlier RAPP & KAPP 2X700

MW projects.

Please refer our earlier response.

L&T Technical_ Lot4_ 

Annexure-III

Query no. 78

21 C-1-20 Clause no. 20.2

Page 121

The TENDERER shall indicate and include in

his scope of supply all the necessary tools and

tackles required for erection, maintenance and

servicing of the systems, structure and equipment. 

The PURCHASER reserves the right to exclude

any of the above items from the TENDERER'S

scope of supply and effect price adjustments on

the basis of the unit rates quoted by the

TENDERER. Maintenance tools and tackles

supplied shall be new and unused. The dispatch of 

tools, tackle and lifting devices shall be

synchronised with the dispatch of the related

system/ equipment.

Maintenance tools shall be used by Bidder for

erection purpose.

However all maintenance tools and tackles cannot be used

for erection purpose and shall be new and unused as

mentioned in 20.3.

Does  the  Contractor  need  to  supply  two  sets  of

maintenance tool per plant, namely six sets per three

plants?

Contractor is permitted to use very

specific special tools which are unique for

machine erection purpose only on

permission of purchaser. The details of

such tools shall be listed & mutually

agreed upon during contract execution

stage.

Purchaser reply is not complete with respect to number of sets

of maintenance tools required to be supplied. Bidder

understands that total One set of maintenance tools per plant &

inturn Three sets per three plants required to be supplied for

these projects. Please confirm bidder understanding.

One set of tools & tackles for erection and

maintenance purpose per project (2 Units) is

to be supplied.

For workout of minimum condenser vacuum & inturn the

lowest cooling water temperature at outlet of NDCT, Bidder

will consider 90% occurrence for the lowest ambient wet

bulb temperature for the time during four (4) winter months

for the no. of years of the data provided in the tender. 

 

Purchaser to confirm bidder understanding. 

Bidder shall consider the minimum

wet bulb temperature from

meteorological data furnished by the

Purchaser for working out 1% margin

over chocked flow condition. 

Bidder requests Purchaser to confirm the probability of

occurence / confidence level (95% or 90% etc.) to be

considered for workout of minimum wet bulb temperature, as

this can't be estimated by the Bidder.

Please refer our earlier response.
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